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PATIENT SPOTLIGHT:

EMERSON
POUNDS
Our Mission
High Risk Hope ® is a for purpose
organization that provides support,
encouragement, information, and
resources to women and families
who are experiencing a high risk
pregnancy resulting in hospital bed
rest, potential premature birth, and
neonatal intensive care after delivery.

Our Hospitals
Florida Hospital Tampa
Hoag Hospital Newport Beach
Johns Hopkins All Children’s Hospital
Mease Countryside Hospital
Tampa General Hospital
Sarasota Memorial Healthcare System
St. Joseph’s Women’s Hospital
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At around 16 weeks in her pregnancy, Marshella Pounds found out her baby was
growth restricted and could potentially be stillborn if he wasn't delivered early
enough. The doctor suggested delivering at 29 weeks. However, during her 25 week
ultrasound, the doctor decided to admit her to the hospital because the dopplers
showed reverse ﬂow, which posed a risk to Emerson.
After a week’s stay in the hospital that included daily ultrasounds, consistent fetal
monitoring, and a special diet, Emerson Neal Pounds was ultimately born at 26
weeks on August 8, 2017. Weighing 1lbs 1.5oz, Emerson came into the world via
emergency c-section and seemed to have a decent set of lungs for a micro preemie.
Marshella and her husband began crying as soon as they heard his small, but
strong, cry. Immediately, he was whisked away by the neonatologist and they began
life-saving measures on him. Emerson’s dad stayed by his side while the doctor
completed Marshella’s surgical procedure.
Without any concept of how much time had actually passed, Marshella was finally
rolled down to the NICU in her hospital bed to see Emerson for the first time since
birth. Seeing her Emerson was everything she needed. Emerson was hooked up to
a number of machines with many cords attached to him. All she saw was the most
perfect little boy and her heart was so full. She says all she could do was thank God
for bringing both of them through. She knew it was out of her hands, but the relief
was knowing exactly whose hands it was in: God. Even when they were told that he
was growth restricted, she always had the feeling that he was going to be okay. She
said. “It’s natural to worry. I believe it’s in our nature as humans. However, knowing
my faith and believing in it is completely what got me through (and is still getting me
through) this time in my life.”
Emerson spent 4 months in the NICU and was then transferred to the PICU at St.
Joseph's Children's Hospital where he stayed for another 2 months. Due to his
bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD), he ended up needing a tracheostomy and
ventilator. Bringing him home on Valentine's Day was the best gift.
“We have now adjusted to life at home with all the machines and medical supplies.
We are so grateful for the High Risk Hope organization and all of the encouragement
and well wishes we received throughout this process. HRH's support meant so much
to us. From the gift bag provided containing many items we needed and used while
in the hospital to the check ins and information being provided throughout the entire
process. We recently moved to the Tampa area about 2 years ago, and all of our
family is in North Carolina, so HRH really gave us great support and encouragement
and kept us from feeling like we were so alone.”

Summer and Fall 2018 Fundraising Success
2018 Tot Trot

HRH’s 6th Annual Tot Trot was held on November
3rd at Gadsden Park in Tampa in correlation with
Prematurity Awareness Month. WTSP 10 News
anchor Courtney Robinson kicked off the familyfriendly 3K and over 850 trotters walked, ran, and
strolled to raise awareness about the premature
birth epidemic and celebrate how far our HRH VIPs
(very important preemies) have come. Congratulations to all of our fundraiser raffle winners. We are grateful for each team
that participated in the walk this year. Our Top Fundraising Team was Holly Stallings with team HANK You Very Much. The team
banner competition was a tight one, but Team Kassidy snagged another win with her adorable mermaid theme and took home
the trophy. Thank you to our Tot Trotters, sponsors, donors and volunteers who helped us raise over $90,000.

Fall Festival

The Hyde Park Village Fall Festival benefiting High Risk Hope raised $14,000 for HRH
programs! Attendees enjoyed live music, food trucks, and kid activities. We would not
have been able to staff our beer trucks and wine tent without the amazing volunteers from
Franklin Street and dozens of other HRH volunteers. Thank you for volunteering your
time. Thanks, as well, to our HRH families who came out to enjoy the Festival. We love our
Tampa Community.

Junior League of Sarasota

High Risk Hope was awarded the Junior League
of Sarasota’s Community Grant for $2,500. This
enables HRH to provide 25 Bed Rest Baskets
and 35 NICU Napsacks to families at Sarasota
Memorial Healthcare System.

Junior League of Tampa
HRH also recieved
an Enabling Fund
Grant
from
the
Junior League of
Tampa. The $2,114
awarded will cover
the cost of one year's
worth of children's
books included in
over 1,500 NICU
Napsacks as part
of HRH's Books for
Babies Program in
Hillsborough County
hospitals.

Qlarant Annual Conference

HRH was selected as Qlarant’s community project for their conference over
the summer. We received over $1,200 for our programs and 100 donated
hygeine items for our bags. Thank you Robin Tourlakis and the Qlarant team
for your generosity and support.

BA BIE S
2019

2018 HRH Baby Calendar
Contest Winners

This year’s HRH Calendar Baby Contest
was a huge success thanks to the dozens of
families that submitted their babies to the
contest. Over 104,000 votes were placed
online to select the 14 babies featured in
the 2019 HRH Baby Calendar. Thank you
to The Gallery Studios, Sensory 5, and our
calendar sponsors for donating the time and funds needed to photograph,
design, and print this incredible source of inspiration for our future HRH
families. Please visit the HRH online store to purchase your inspirational
2019 calendar for $20. They make perfect stocking stuffers.
photo by TheGalleryStudios.com
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NICU CHECK LIST

HRH is a catalyst in the global fight to end premature birth,
winning a life-long victory with every baby we help.

NICU CONTACT INFORMATION
Office Phone:
Fax:
Email:

WELCOME TO THE HRH FAMILY
FIND US ONLINE AND GET INVOLVED

PEDIATRICIAN CONTACT
INFORMATION
Office Phone:
Email:
Doctors in the practice:

SHARE YOUR

SIGN UP FOR

BABY’S STORY

THE TOT TROT IN

& PHOTOS

NOVEMBER

TAKE OUR
ONLINE
PATIENT
SURVEY

LIKE US ON
FACEBOOK,
TWITTER &
INSTAGRAM

NEONATOLOGIST CONTACT
INFORMATION
Office Phone:
Email:
Doctors in the practice:

MY BABY’S LOCATION
What is baby’s room number?
Who are baby’s caregivers in the
NICU?
Will baby be moved? How will I be
notified of baby’s new location?

○
○
○

HRH PATIENT STORY

Hill Barrow

High Risk Hope Founder, Heather Barrow, was just
24 weeks into her second pregnancy when her water
broke and she went into labor. Doctors immediately
prepared Heather for the impending birth of her son
Hill, warning he would have a 50% chance of survival
and would certainly face some type of severe and
permanent disability.
Preterm premature rupture of membranes at 24 weeks
is rare, and the baby’s life is at risk as long as the
pregnancy continues. Heather and Hill were closely
monitored due to the potentially fatal risk of umbilical
cord prolapse and infection. With the cushioning
amniotic fluid between the baby and umbilical cord
gone, any movement could cause the baby to roll on
the cord and stop the flow of oxygen, resulting in brain
damage or death. Heather’s ability to remain calm and
optimistic in stressful circumstances played a crucial
role in her ability to prolong her pregnancy as long as
medically feasible.
Thanks to an excellent medical team, prayers, the
support of loved ones, and a positive outlook,
Heather remained pregnant for 8 weeks on complete
hospital bed rest (bedpans and all). To the surprise
of an operating room full of nurses, obstetricians and
neonatologists, Hill was born kicking and screaming at
32 weeks gestation by emergency C-section. Despite
being born 8 weeks premature, and having no amniotic
fluid for 8 weeks in utero, Hill needed no breathing
support during his brief stay in the neonatal intensive
care unit.
Since his birth in 2009, Hill has met or exceeded
every developmental milestone and has shown no
complications related to Heather’s hospitalization or
his premature birth. Hill is truly a #NICUstrong High
Risk Hope miracle baby, and your baby will be one too!

NICU BASICS
What is the NICU schedule/routine?
What are the hand-washing and
gowning procedures?
When are visitation hours/
restrictions?
When do nurses change shift?
When are doctor patient rounds?

○
○
○
○
○

Hospital Bed Rest
SURVIVAL GUIDE

PARKING
Where do we park, is it free?
Can I call ahead for a wheelchair?

○
○

MEALS
Are parent meals provided?
How many?
Are drinks/food allowed in baby’s
room?

The only difference between a good day and bad day is your attitude!

○
○

Stay strong, you can do this! No matter what your pregnancy complication is, or how
many weeks until your due date, you can survive hospital bed rest, add days, weeks, even
months to your pregnancy, and deliver a healthier baby. A positive attitude is crucial during
this difficult time and will make a difference in your hospital stay and daily interactions
with friends, family, doctors, nurses, and hospital staff. The only thing you can control
on hospital bed rest is your attitude. Make the choice every day to focus on the positives,
remain optimistic, and show gratitude to others for the support they give you during
your stay.

ACCOMMODATIONS
Can we sleep in baby’s room?
Is there a Ronald McDonald house?
Where else can we stay overnight?

○
○
○

photo by TheGalleryStudios.com

HRH Bundles

use to document

2018

NICU EQUIPMENT
Ask questions about any equipment
or monitors that you do not
understand

○

CARING FOR YOUR BABY
Can I do kangaroo care?
Yes
No Frequency:

○

○

Can I change baby’s diaper?
Yes
No Frequency:

○

○

Can I breast/bottle feed?
Yes
No Frequency:

○

○

Can I take baby’s temp.?
Yes
No Frequency:

○

○

Can I give baby a bath?
Yes
No Frequency:

○

○

Can I bring clothes for baby?
Yes
No
Clothing allowed:

○

○

HOSPITAL SUPPORT OFFERED
NICU parent training sessions
NICU support groups
External non-profits (High Risk
Hope)
Social worker, clergy or psychologist
Photography session

○
○
○
○
○

MEDICAL TESTS AND TREATMENTS
What medical tests or treatments
could baby need?
What are the risks?
Will my consent be required?
When will I receive the results?

○
○
○
○

DON’T FORGET THE FUN STUFF!
Take photos
Record videos
Put up photos of your family
Make hand/footprints
Journal baby’s NICU Stay

○
○
○
○
○

PRE-DISCHARGE ITEMS
I am comfortable feeding baby
I am comfortable bathing baby
I am comfortable giving baby meds
I know how long to breastfeed or
how much to feed baby
I know how to mix the infant formula
I know how to take axillary
(underarm) temp. and how to read
the thermometer
I know how to use a bulb syringe
I know how to perform CPR on baby
I have a car seat for baby

○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

HRH is a catalyst in the global fight to end premature birth,
winning a life-long victory with every baby we help.

○
○
○

I know how to use the car seat
properly and where/how to position
it in my car
I have clothes for baby to wear home
I have selected health care providers

WELCOME TO THE HRH FAMILY, NOW
THAT YOUR BABY IS #NICUSTRONG
FIND US ONLINE AND GET INVOLVED

DISCHARGE QUESTIONS
Do you understand baby’s entire
stay in the NICU, tests, results,
treatments, etc.?

○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

Do you understand what problems
or conditions may continue after
your baby is discharged and how to
handle them?
Have you discussed your baby’s
feeding needs and schedule with
your doctor?

Do you know what follow-up
appointments your baby needs and
why he/she needs them?
Have you scheduled the
appointments? If not, do you have
phone number(s) to do so?

Do you know what medications baby
needs and how to administer them?
Do you know what monitors baby
needs, how they work and who to
call if a problem arises?

Did you complete a course in CPR?

Which immunizations did baby have?
What are the results of baby’s
hearing and vision screening tests?

Our Mission

High Risk Hope is a 501(c)(3)
for purpose organization that
provides support, encouragement,
information and resources
to women and families who
are experiencing a high risk
pregnancy resulting in hospital
bed rest, potential premature
birth and neonatal intensive care
after delivery.

Contact

1702 N. Avenida Republica de Cuba
Tampa, FL 33605
813.247.5483
info@highriskhope.org
www.highriskhope.org
www.tottrot.org

Do you have a breast pump? Can
you rent one from the hospital?

Do you know how much stimulation
is recommended for baby and what
signs to detect if baby is overstimulated, tired, sick too cold/hot or
hungry.
Are there any other discharge
requirements that must be
completed?

Is there anything else you want to
know or practice before taking your
baby home?

“What counts is not
necessarily the size of the
dog in the fight—it's the size
of the fight in the dog.”
—Dwight D. Eisenhower

“Where there is love there
are always miracles.”
—Willa Cather

SHARE YOUR
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HRH PATIENT STORY

Theo Carbone

Emily Carbone’s water broke when
she was 20 weeks pregnant and she
was placed on complete hospital bed
rest where doctors monitored her
constantly. Theo was born three weeks
later weighing 1 pound 8 ounces. The
delivery room was silent – Theo was not
crying and the NICU team quietly worked
to prepare Theo for his transport to the
NICU. Several hours later Emily met
Theo and was overcome with joy at the
sight of the baby she fought so hard for!

The Carbone family’s NICU journey was
filled with highs and lows, where they
learned how to feed Theo, make him
feel comfortable and connect with him
despite the cumbersome equipment
necessary for his survival. After 113
days in the NICU, Theo went home to
his family! His parents were anxious
because he came home on oxygen,
a pulse oximetry and apnea monitor.
They quickly learned how to work
with the devices and feel confident in
their parenting abilities. Slowly but
surely, Theo got stronger and healthier.
Although Theo still works to catch up
in certain areas of development, he is
thriving! The Carbone family is proud
of Theo’s strength and determination to
survive. He never gave up and neither
did his parents who received the greatest
gift, a healthy baby boy.

Neonatal Intensive Care Unit
— PARENT HANDBOOK —

Congratulations on the birth of your #nicustrong baby!
All expectant parents anticipate the birth of a healthy full-term baby. Having a baby in the
Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU) can cause you to have feelings of frustration, guilt,
anger, confusion or sadness. While all of these feelings are normal, try to focus on your
baby’s daily accomplishments. Your positive attitude is crucial during this difficult time and
will make an enormous difference in your NICU stay and daily interactions with friends,
family and hospital staff. Make the choice every day to spend quality time with your baby,
focus on his/her progress, be your baby’s best advocate and show gratitude to others for
the support they give your family during your baby’s NICU hospital stay.

© 2015 High Risk Hope, Inc.
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1702
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FL 33605 | P 813
complications and for premature babies by providing practical and emotional support to women and families. Hospitals,
1702 N Avenida Republica de Cuba, Tampa, FL 33605 | P 813.247.5483 | F 813.248
clinics, and other organizations have the option to order HRH Bundles in bulk and/or sign up for regular subscriptions. Email
kerri@highriskhope.org to bring HRH to your community.

INTERESTED IN PURCHASING BUNDLES

HOSPITAL/MEDICAL
CENTER
INFORMATION
$15
perPARTNER
Bed Rest
Bundle

$15 per Bed Rest Bundle

$15 per NICU Bab

Our first HRH bundles were shipped to Banner Desert Medical Center in Arizona. They are sharing them with their antepartum
patients as part of a study they are conducting about reducing maternal stress levels. We
look submit
forward the
to sharing
the results
Please
completed
formfrom
the study soon.

$1

by one of the following methods:
Hospital/Medical Center 1702
NameN Avenida Republica de Cuba, Tampa, FL 33605 | P 813.247.5483 | F 813.248.3202 | www.hig
1702 N Avenida Republica de Cuba, Tampa, FL 33605 | P 813.247.5483
EMAIL
Main Contact Name/Title
bailey@highriskhope.org

Bundles in Indianapolis

Email

Phone

Address

Emily Collins, a preemie mom, in Indianapolis, Indiana saw a need in her
community after having her third
child. She spent a total of 11 weeks on
MAIL
home and hospital bed rest. Her son Nick was born at 30 weeks and 2
days. He spent 53 days in the High
NICU and
a happy healthy little boy. She
RiskisHope
raised funds to bring the bundles to Franciscan Health in November.
1702 N Avenida Republica de Cuba
She is continuing to bring awareness to the premature birth epidemic
and raise funds to continue providing
bundles
to the hospital.
Tampa, FL
33605

PHONE
813.247.5483

SAVE THE DATE for 2019 Spring Events!
Books for Babies
HRH is collecting new
or gently used books in
celebration of our 8th
birthday on February 16,
2019. These books are
given to our families of
premature babies being
treated in the NICU. HRH
needs 2,500 or more
books to ensure every preemie we serve receives at least
one book during 2019. This is a wonderful opportunity
to have your entire family involved through planning
a book drive at your child’s school, cleaning out books
from your children’s bookshelf, or raising money for HRH
to purchase new books. Check out our Amazon wish list.
You can purchase and ship directly to our office or share
the list with your friends and family. Go to ‘Find a List
or Registry’ and type in ‘High Risk Hope’. If you would
like to drop off books or organize a book drive email
info@highriskhope.org.

Help Give Hope this Spring
High Risk Hope will be hosting an online giving campaign
on May 7th to help give hope to pregannt women on
hospital bed rest and families with premature infants in
the NICU. We will accept donations for 37 hours in the
hope of raising $37,000. More information coming soon.

Jersey Mike’s Subs Month of Giving
We are thrilled to announce that HRH has been selected as the
Jersey Mike's Subs 2019 Month of Giving partner for 35+ West
Central Florida locations. The 2018 Month of Giving raised
$104,000 for HRH, and we were invited back for a third year.
Jersey Mike’s Subs locations will collect donations for HRH
from their customers the entire month of March and donate
100% of total sales to HRH on Wednesday, March 27th. There
are several ways you can help HRH be successful during the
Month of Giving. The simplest way is to eat at Jersey Mike’s Subs
throughout the month of March, but especially eat a sub (or 2)
on March 27th. If your office has luncheons during March, Jersey
Mike’s Subs has an excellent catering menu. We also will need
dozens of HRH Ambassadors to assist us in covering the Jersey
Mike’s Subs locations throughout the month and on March 27th.
Please email kerri@highriskhope.org if you are interested in
volunteering.

NICU Dinner Sponsors
The first Friday of each month HRH arranges for a local restaurant to provide a
meal to families with a premature infant in the neonatal intensive care unit at St.
Joseph’s Women’s Hospital. These meals are meant to provide comfort as well
as nourishment for NICU families during this difficult time. We appreciate our
incredible sponsors that have donated this year. If you are interested in providing
a meal please contact kbrant@highriskhope.org.
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16th

27th

HRH Team
Please join us in welcoming Kate Brant to the HRH Team. Kate is our new Program
Coordinator. Kate has a B.A. in Psychology from the University of Miami, her M.S.
in School Psychology from Nova Southeastern University and her M.S. in Clinical
Psychology from Nova Southeastern University. Over the past several years she has
developed a strong interest in program development while working in the hospital
and private clinical psychology practice settings. Kate brings a unique experience in
building relationships and engaging with hospital staff, including nurses, child life
specialists, physicians, and administration to help implement programs that benefited
both patients and their families. She is already doing an amazing job! Make sure to
welcome her to the HRH family the next time you see her.

2019 HRH VOLUNTEER Opportunities
“Research has shown that people who volunteer often live longer.” – Allen Klein
One of the greatest gifts you can give is your time. High Risk hope could not support over
2,500 women and families without the help of our volunteers. We love our volunteers!

BAG ASSEMBLIES
Bag Assemblies

Blanket Donations

Assemble Bed Rest Baskets and NICU Napsacks by yourself or with friends or
co-workers. Available locations for bag assemblies: Tampa and St. Petersburg

BLANKET DONATIONS
We are always running a bit low on preemie blankets, so we really appreciate
donations! We like blankets to be around 24” x 24” and they can be sewn, knitted,
fleece, or crocheted.

IN THE SPOTLIGHT!
Hopeful Hearts
Are you looking for ways you can give back from home? Or opportunites to involve your
children? Hopeful Hearts are simple and easy to make and do not require you to know
how to sew. Volunteers can create fabric hearts to support the parent-baby bonding
experience. The fabric hearts are included in the NICU Napsacks and parents are
encouraged to wear them to infuse their scent onto the fabric. The hearts are then placed
in bed with the baby. The hearts can also be placed with the baby and transferred to the
mother to assist in milk production. They promote bonding and infant development. Go
to https://volunteers.highriskhope.org/become-youth-volunteer#hopeful-hearts
for the Hopeful Heart pattern and instructions.

Hopeful
Hearts

Email info@highriskhope.org for more information on these great opportunities.
Maybe you could be our next Hospital Hero!
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Sponsor a Month
This holiday season (or any season) you can give the
gift of hope. We now offer the option to sponsor a
month of Bed Rest Bags and/or NICU Napsacks.
Choose your hospital and the type of bag you’d
like to sponsor and we will customize the tag with
a personal note or your business’s logo. You can
choose to deliver the gift of hope for a birthday, an
anniversary, a holiday or any special month. This is
a gift that is sure to please anyone on your list this
year. Sponsorships are $500 for a month of Bed
Rest Baskets at one hospital or $1,000 for a month of
NICU Napsacks at one hospital. For more information
visit
www.highriskhope.org/take-action/donate/
sponsor-a-month or email info@highriskhope.org.

HOLIDAY FUNDR AISING GOAL:

$15,000

TO HELP FUND HRH’S FUTURE

High Risk Hope 1702 N. Avenida Republica de Cuba, Tampa, FL 33605
P 813.247.5483 · info@highriskhope.org · www.highriskhope.org · www.tottrot.org

